Intelligent Noise Control System
from Unipart Rail

Workplace Noise Management and Intelligent Hearing Protection

Total solution for managing workplace noise
Advanced hearing protection and noise analytics
Create and maintain a safe working environment

Create and maintain a safe and productive work
environment using advanced hearing protection
and noise analytics.
Continued exposure to high levels of noise damages the delicate hearing mechanism
within the ear causing hearing damage, such as loss of hearing acuity or tinnitus, and
can lead to deafness. The higher the level of noise, and the longer individuals are
exposed to it, the greater the risk.
The EAVE solution consists of FocusLite smart ear defenders that provide hearing protection and situational
awareness whilst at the same time collecting noise data and the Peak online platform for insights and analysis of
the noise data.
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FocusLite Headset

Peak Platform

Lightweight, comfortable and
durable ear defenders

Noise Monitoring
Dashboard

Microphones continuously measure internal and
external noise levels
Bluetooth link transmits data to “Peak” for analysis
Built-in speakers and microphones allow communication
and full situational awareness
Headband and Helmet mounted options available
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Analytics and reports based on the data
Visualisation of each employee’s individual
exposure to noise levels
Mapping of workspace noise levels
Management tool providing insights for corrective
actions and improvement

Measure

Analyse

Protect

Enhance

Monitor site-wide noise levels
whilst tracking individual workers’
noise exposure

Provide day-long hearing
protection, set, and meet
noise-exposure targets

Use data to understand how noise
affects your workplace and increase
productivity with data-backed decisions

Ensure safe onsite communication,
full situational awareness and reduce
hearing-related insurance claims

Protect your workers and safety manage noise
Create a hearing-protection culture
Prioritise worker-health by providing the most advanced noise-reduction
solution on the market.
Monitor individual risk
Track each workers noise exposure to keep them within safe parameters.
Identify noise risk
Understand where noise is a problem onsite and take steps to protect
workers from over-exposure.
Improve site safety
Allow workers to retain situational awareness and safely communicate
with others onsite while still wearing ear defenders.
Reduce claims
Minimise occupational deafness claims by offering advanced hearing
safety at source.
Enhance productivity
Noise-protection together with unencumbered communication
keeps workers productive throughout the day.

About Unipart
The Unipart Group is a leading UK manufacturer, full service logistics
provider and consultant in operational excellence. Operating across a
range of market sectors, including automotive, manufacturing, mobile
telecoms, rail, retail and technology, Unipart offers a breadth of
services to a wide range of blue chip clients internationally.

About EAVE
EAVE is an award-winning London-based tech start-up that has
developed a total solution for monitoring workplace noise. Clinical
and research audiologist Dr David Greenberg developed the product
in 2016 to prevent noise-induced hearing loss. Since then, Eave has
progressed to win several accolades for product innovation, software
solutions, technology, and health & safety.
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Unipart Rail is an authorised reseller for EAVE.

